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To: Michael H. Hartsock 

Campaign Finance Analyst 

Reports Analyst Division 

 

Dear Mr. Hartsock, 

 

We recently received your notice inquiring as to 80-20 PAC's low  

administrative expenses during the second half of 2005. We have checked  

over everything in the 2005 Mid-Year and 2005 Year-End reports, and did  

discover some problems reporting both income and expenses. We have  

therefore amended the 2005 Mid-Year and Year-End reports and filed them. 

 

However, the main problem in the amended reports was that some income  

data had been imported incorrectly, resulting in a lower income reported  

than was actually the case. We did not discover major errors in reporting  

expenses. Our staff had earlier discussed this issue with you on the phone.  

The main reasons for the lower administrative expenses in 2005 than in  

2004 are: 

 

- In 2004 and earlier, we spent roughly $800-$1200 per month renting the  

services of two internet service providers, so that we could e-mail our list of  

supporters at a fast rate. In 2005, we have decided to start using only one  

internet service provider; hence, we only spend $400-$600 per month on  

internet expenses. Using one internet line has thus saved us about  

$4800-$7200 dollars. 

 

- In 2004, we held four meetings, (Board, fundraiser, presentation at a  

Census conference, and Endorsement Convention). By contrast, we  

only held one Board meeting in 2005. So we probably spent roughly  

$5000 less on meeting expenses in 2005 than in 2004. 

 

- We printed pamphlets and US flags for public education purposes in 2004,  

which we did not do in 2005. Our staff cashed a reimbursement check for  

some of those expenses in early January of 2005. The pamphlets and flags  

expenses amounted to roughly $5,000. 

 

- Because we were active in making independent expenditures on behalf  

of our endorsed Presidential candidate in 2004, some of our administrative  

expenses probably went up during that year, as well. 

 

We hope the above explains our relatively low administrative expenses in  

2005. Please feel free to contact us at 866-FOR-8020 or  

jingliyu@earthlink.net anytime if you have any questions. Thank you for  

your understanding, 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Kathleen To, 

Acting Treasurer, 
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